Hello Jerry Bunn and staff at Community of Protective Services, I have a concern for three years that negatively impacts my family and myself. A loud grinding noise emits and radiates around my home and also inside my home; it gives us headaches and aftersounds and we find it hard to concentrate on what we are doing. It is very stressful and it is not a noise that should be acceptable in a residential neighbourhood. I have young children and I don't want them outside when this noise is running and it is running for hours and many times a week. Please consider this to be an important matter that should be addressed and all Londoners who install a pool should be responsible to their surrounding neighbours and if the pool equipment is negatively impacting them, the neighbour who installed the pool should do the right thing and somehow cover the noise emitting machine so that it never negatively impacts the surrounding neighbours. I appreciate your follow up in regards to this matter. Thank you, Catherine.